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Abstract. The following problem in the computation of partial recursive functionals is considered: 
Minimizing the length of inital segments of input functions containing all function values requested 
by a machine computing a partial recursive functional. A recursive functional F is constructed 
such that any algorithm for F has unbounded redundancy, i.e. it requests function values on 
inputs unboundedly larger than those on which the output of F depends. However, for any 
recursive functional F such that the length of the segment on which F depends is itself a recursive 
functional, a non-redundant machine for F can be effectively constructed. Also considered are 
machines on O-l sequences for which it is shown that a machine realizing a gi\,en level of 
significance in a universal test of randomness must have unbounded redundancy. 
1. Introduction 
The computational complexity of functionals has Seen studied by Constable [3], 
Lynch [9] and Symes [12]. However, in such computations there is another very 
natural measure to be considered, namely, the ‘amount of information’ requested 
by the computing device from its input or oracle, and it is reasonable to try and 
lllinimize that information. The type of ‘information measure’ dealt with in [S, 
Ch. l] and here is the length of the initial segments used as input, although other 
types, mentioned at the end, might also be considered. 
This problem is of some practical interest for several reasons: 
(1) Input operations in a computer are usually time-consuming. 
(2) Raw data for some computations may be expensive or hard to get. 
(3) In a multi-processor environment some processors may be waiting for redun- 
dant information from other processors. By striving to use minimal information the 
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overall computation could be speeded up by reducing the waiting time of some 
processors and, indirectly, by reducing the load on the communication links. 
Let N denote the set of natural numbers, 9 the set of all total functions from N 
to F+J. Elements of 9 will be denoted by f, g, h, . . . and may be regarded as w-type 
sequences of integers g = (go, gl, . . . , g,,, . . . ) where g,, = g(n). A partial functional 
E is a function with domain 9 and range N u {w}. A partial functional F is called 
total (or simply a functional) if for every g ~9, F(gkN. When F(g) =o, we say 
that F(g) is undefined. 
There are various alternative definitions of partial recursive functionals, which, 
hccause the domain consists only of total functions, can easily be shown to be 
equivalent. The reader is referred to [lo, p. 3581 for a discussion of functionals. 
Let go, Vl, $cz, . * * - bt an acceptable Gijdel enumeration of the partial recursive 
function&. For any i E N and g E. 9, if qi( g) is defined. then cpi requests only a finite 
number of answers from the oracle. This leads to: 
Definition 1. 
I,, ( g ) = if cj, I g ) E fd then max(fl 1 tpl requested gtI} + 1 else W. 
I_, ( g ) is the length of the shortest initial segment of g which contains all requests 
of 4_r, frown g. If qI( g ) is undefined, then L,c g! is undefined (even though the number 
of requests may he bounded!. L, IS clearly a partial recurs:ve functional. 
WC consrdcr ttn~ following problem: Given a partial recursive functional F, does 
there exist an in&x i for F (i.e., q, = F) such that L, is minimal? (i.e., if j is another 
in&x for F. then for any g E 3, L, ( g I c I., ( f: ‘L 1 This motivates the following 
tkfinition: 
Dertnition 2. If F is a partial recursive functional, we &+ine the &p~v&~z~t~ 
f~itru*timrrl F’ of F as: 
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the existence of minimal algorithms. Firstly, we construct a total recursive functional 
F such that any algorithm for F uses unboundedly redund,ant segments from some 
inputs (i.e., if qr = F, then for any k, 3g E 9 suc’h that Lj( g) > F’(g) + k). Secondly, 
we show that ii both F and F’ are partial recursive, then a minimal algorithm for 
F can be effectively constructed from any given algorithms for F and F’. 
The results obtained are machine-independent, but they are obviously more 
relevant to computing devices whose input (or oracle) is in the form of an o-type 
(semi-infinite) tape on which the sequence g = (go, gl, . . . ) is written. Such machines 
can be assumed to read the numbers in sequence (first go, then gl, etc.). The only 
technical assumption we make is that a request for input is considered as at least 
one step in a computation. We use the convention that F = G (F c G) means that 
for every g ~9, either F(g) = G(g) =o, or F(g), G(g)dV and F(gi==G(g) 
(F(@G(g)). The word ‘recursive’ is usually used for subsets of N, but we shall 
use it also to describe subsets of 9 whose characteristic functional is recursive, as 
in [lo, p. 3361. We denote the length of a finite sequence t by 111. 
2. Main results 
Theorem 1. For euery total recrusit~e fmctional H (H q= 1 ), there exists a totd 
recrrrsice functional F with rarzge (0, 1) srrclz that if cpk = F, then ttic set 
Sk ={gcF/Lk(g)~H(g) amIF’( 1) 
Proof. I_ et R be an r.e. non-recurCe set and choose a standard cl:umeration of 
R. Let qi = H and G = H +L,. Define 
F(g) = if go does not appear within g(G(g)) steps in the 
enumeration of R 
then 0 else 1. 
For every g e 9, we claim 
(1) ,q& R *F’(g) = 1 and 
(2) ,Q,ER eF’(g)=-G(g)+l. 
Proof of ( 1): If g’. rf R, then Fcg ) = 0 regardles> of the values of gl, gz, . . . SO 
F’(g ) = 1. To see e:, assume F’(g) = 1, so for all n G= 1, F(g) does not depend on 
g,,. Assume go E R and that go appears after ~1 steps of enumerating R. Let rl = G(g ) 
and g ‘, g’ be the sequences obtair,ed from g by Aanging g,, to 0 and r7t respectively. 
It is simple to veriflr that G’(g) <n so G(g’) -r G(g’) = G(g) = II *Fig’) = 0 and 
Fig’) = 1, contradicting F’(g) = 1. 
Proof of (2): If gr,~ R then, by arguments similar to tk above, F(g) depends 
on g(G(g)) and not on anything beyond, so F’(g) = G(g) + 1. ti follows from (I). 
Xo,te that since W 2 1, we also have go E R w F’(g) > 1. 
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Let (pk = F, then the set J$ = {g 1 Lk (g) aH(g)} is recursive, the set 9? = 
(g IF’(g) > 1) is not recursive and, by Lemma 1, B c .J$. Therefore %$ = &-a is 
not recursive. III 
The following concept will be useful here and later on: & c 9 is called initially- 
finite if {gO]g E &‘} is finite. Otherwise we call & initia//y-infinite. Note that %k of 
Theorem 1 is initially-infinite. 
Corollary 1 (The Unbounded Redundancy Theorem). There exists a total recrmioe 
functional F with ranf f (0, 1) such that if qk = F, then Ck -F’ is unbounded. In fact, 
I -k -F’ is unbounded on any initially-infinite subset of %k. 
The corollary follows by choosing H(g) = go + 1 in Theorem 1. This result 
strengthens [ 5, Theorem 1.21 which only showed redundancy. 
Is there a minimal algorithm for F when F’ is also recursive? The answer seems 
0bGous: Given g E 5, compute n =F’(g) and then use any algorithm vi for F on 
x2,,. If <F, requests more elements, any integer may be fed to it because F(g) depends 
only on ~1,~. The problem is that the entire procedure has to remain within gl,, even 
bcforc rz is known, so we need an algorithm for F’ which remains within g1r;-~,,~, 
while it is computing F’(g). From Theorem 2 below it will follow that such an 
algorithm for F’ can be effectively co:jstructed from any given algorithm for F’. 
Proof. Let +, bc any algorithm for G. Let -1 denote the empty sequence. The 
Agorithrr q, operates as follows on any input g E 3: 
Set k 4) and r(p-4. 
Set q, working dovetail fashion on al1 finite extensions of rh (including rk itself 1. 
If at any time cc, requests more elements from such an extension than available, 
pass on to the next computation in the dowtail process. 
if :tt step 3 q, does not halt with :m :~nswer for any finite extention of rk. then 
ow- Agorithm nt’vt‘r terminates. 
Othcr~vise: 
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7. 
8. 
9. 
If sk is an initial segment of g, print qi(t,J and halt. 
Otherwise: 
Let lk be the length of the minimal initial segment of g we have to read in 
order to determine that sk is nclt an initial segment of g. Set rk + 1 + gl/,. 
k+k+l andgotostep2. 
The purpose of the algorithm is to find an initial segment of g (of length <G(g)) 
on which vi is defined. The fk’s, produced by the dovetail process, are finite sequences 
on which qj is defined, but comparing them with g may require redundant elements 
from g. This is avoided by using at every stage the available value of G (qj(tk )) as 
a cut-off. The Q’S are the shortened sequences and they are compared to g one 
element at a time so that if Sk is not an initial segmen; of g, then only a minimal 
segment has been read from g (gl,, ). g)l, 1s rk+l and at stage k + 1, the dovetail 
process examines all finite extensions of rk + 1. (3karly, in going from rk to r,+.l at 
least one element is added from g, so irol < lrll < - l - , i.e., the &‘s have increasingly 
long initial segments in common with g. If and when some .;k iz found to 1;e an 
initial segment of g, pi outputs qpic tk ) and halts. 
The proof proceeds with three assertions, the first of which shows that fhe sk’s 
are sufficient: 
( 1) If p1 halts on g, then it prints G(g ). 
(2) If G(g) E N, then qI halts on g. 
(3) If G(gEN, then L;(g)sG(g). 
Proof of (1): We show that if +l reaches step 5 at some stage k and f E LF is 
any extension of Sk, then G(f) =yqj(tk). This clearly implies (1). I,et it E :F 
be any extension of tk, then G(hi=c~~(t~!~G’~~z)~~. G’---G~~G’(~)-~(F,(~L:). 
Now, L,(h) aG’(Fz) and so G’(h) s min{q,&), Lj(fk))+G’(h) c &. Since 
f’l/lk = Sk = 17 I,*,, we get r;(f) = GUz I= pj(tkj 
Proof of (2): Assume G(g) E N and vi does not halt on g. Then either 
(a) for some k, pi remains at stt:ps 2 and never reaches step 4, or 
(b) k increases indefinitely and all the Sk‘s turn out not to be inrtial segments of g. 
(a) is impossible because every rk is an initial segment of g and vi(g) is defined, 
so if step 2 continued indefinitely it would eventually do a suBkir:nt number of 
steps on a sufficiently large initial segment of g, and reach step 4. (The initial 
segment of g would be one of the extensions of &.) 
To SW that (b) is impossible, consider the stage ktk 2 1) at which IrkI 2 L,tg ). 
Such a k exists if (b) is true because jr01 < lrlj -=c - - . . Since ta) is ruled out, q, must 
halt at Step 2 011 SOIW eXienSiOn tk of rk. Irk] 2 L;(g )“$lf!& ) = L. t,f+w is an initial 
seglnent of rL and also of g, so qi halts at stage k (or sooner). 
Proof of (3): Let k be the stage at which q1 halts. If k = 0, then the initial 
segment read from I: is of length IsoI = IQ+ (~,(t(,) == G(g). Assume k XL Since 
I,!<& C- * ’ ) if we could prove 1. I, f -c rrL, it would follow that q, r-cads ~~~tc~iy 11~ 
elements from g and fzk S cp, (fk ) = G ,,q ), so the result follows. 
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Assume irk < lk__* +lk 1 extends sk *(by proof of (1)) cpj(tk) = rp&-& Further- 
more, IZ~ <Ik @q,f&)<l..- I, 1 or Lj(lk)< Ik--l*qj(tk_l)< fk--l or Lj(lmc-l)< /k---l 
tif L,(lk ) < (k. 1, then Lj(fk 1) =L&) because fk.-l and fk have Zk-r- 1 elements in 
common)+lIk _ 1 < Zk -I, which is impossible. 
So rpI has all the required properties and its description is clearly ar: effective 
construction. El 
Corollary 2 [S, Theorem IS]. If both F and F’ are partial recursive, then a minimal 
algorithm for F can be effectively constructed from any given algorithms for F and F’. 
Proof, W: first show that if F(g) EN then F”(g) <F’(g), where F”= (F’)‘. Let 
11 = F’(g) and f~ 9 such that fl,., = RI,,. Denote A = {I 1 (Vh)(h iI = g[r + F(h) = F(g))} 
and H = {I 1 (WI )(h iI = f I[ --, F(h ) = Fc f))}, so n = min A and n E B =$VZ 2 F’(f) = 
min B. From n ‘sF’( f) we can also get F’(f) E A *F’(f) = n = F’(g). I’herefore 
F”c g ) --z’ II. 
Theorem 2 sari now be applied to F’ in place of G. Using the algorithm for F’ 
constructed in the theorem and the technique mentioned before Theorem 2, we 
get a minimal algorithm for F. Clearly, our description constitutes an effective 
construction of the minimal algorithm. c! 
3. Further results 
A note on notation: If i,, . . . , ik dV and g E 3, we use (i,, . . . , ik, g) as an 
:lhhr~\iati~n for (il, . . . , ik, gf,, g!, . . . )E 3. We also write F(&, . . . , ik, gj instead 
of EQlr*, . . . , ik, g)). The next result shows that we cannot effectively pass from an 
algorithm for F to an algr)rithm for F’ (when F’ is recursive) or to a minimal 
algorithm for F (when it exists). This means that in Corollary 2 we cannot eliminate 
the need for an algorithm for F’. 
I=.(g 1 = if q, halts on (0, 0, . . . I in exactly go steps 
then 0 else 1, 
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existence of r(/z ) yie!.ds a decision method for the non-recursive set {i 1 (pi halts on 
(090, l l l ,I. 
Part (2) is a consequence of (1). Cl 
One can ask about various predicates involving F’ ;rnd their place in the non- 
recursive hierarchy - the analytical hierarchy because as the syntax of Definition 2 
shows, one has to quantify over functions. It follows from that definition that 
{(i, II, g)l&g) = Iz) is in n:. We restrict ourselves to one lower bound result about 
a number predicate. 
Theorem 4. For every A E L1 t there exists a partial recursive F s&i t/lat A ;: 
{i E IQ 1 F’V, g) = 1) (g E 9 can be arbitrary because it is super&tous ). 
Proof. According to [ 10, Corollary V, p. 3781, there exists a recursive relation 
R d+.? such that A ={i~~I(~~)(3k)R(~(k), i)}, where f(k) is the code mm-her 
of flk [ 10, p. 3771. (The important point here is this form of charactel zing members 
of n; and not the precise definition of f(k).) The result is obtained by takhg 
F(i,fbif (%)R(J(k), i) then i else W. Cl 
Conversely, if an algorithm for F and /!(), . . . , It,. 1 are given, then {i E 
N) F’(ho, . . .,I-~,.,,i,g)=r+l}isclearlyinH~. 
Since Lj is a type of ‘measure’, it seems natural to ask whether it is a complexity 
measure in the usual sense [2], and if not, whether any recursive relationships exist 
between L, and a given complexity measure. To do this, we define a complexity 
measure for functionals axiomatically with the added natural requirement that ~-JO 
more than L;(g) elements are required from g in order to determine the complexity 
of &). 
Definition 4. A complexity measure @ is an enumeration of pnrtial recursive 
functionals (PO, Q1, . I . such that 
(1) (VgE~)(cF?i(g)~N~~j(g)E~); 
(2) The functional C,,Ji. rz,gP if cl,i(g ) = n then 1 else 0 is total and I’echrfsive; 
(3) (3k)@r, =C,t,A(~g)!cF;(K)E’Gi3Lc(i,M,g)~-t,(g)+211. 
Li satisfies thl: first requirement but not the second so it is not a cc>miDlexity 
tcl~a~urc. Anorhwr result is the following. 
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This result is intuitively obvious and the proof is omitted because it folfows 
standard methods as in [7]. 
4. Algorithms on O-l sequences 
Denote by 2” the set of all infinite O-l sequences. We assume that the i;lput 
consists only of elements of 2”. These may be regarded as set-oracles with the 
characteristic function forming the sequence. 
Theorem 6 [5, Theorem 1.81. If F is a total recursive functional on 2”, then 
I 1) F’ is bounded by a constant and recursive ; 
i 2 I A minimal algorithm for Fand an algorithm for F’ can be eflwticely constructed 
from arty algorithm for F. 
Proof. 2”’ can be regarded as the set of infinite branches in the infinite binary tree. 
Consider the set of branches corresponding to the initial segmer;ts used by rpI for 
computing F(g 1 for ali g E 2’“. Since F is a total recursive functional, each such 
branch has finite length. By KGnig’s Infinity Lemma, it follows that this set is finite. 
A bound for F’ is the 1ez:gth of the longest branch in the set. This fact is stated in 
[ I q Proposition 111.21] in terms of the modulus of continuity [ 10, p. 364; 11, p. 231. 
Given any g E 2”‘, all possible computations of 4~~ can be carried out in finite 
memory bcforc any input is read. From the results of these computations we can 
dctcrmine which elements of g really have to be read in order to know q,(g). This 
$UX us a minimal algorithm for F and an algorithm for F’. Z 
Proof. FOJ g E 2”‘, define 2 = min(rl / ,q,, = 1) (jj = w if g is everywhere 0). Now define 
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Note that for a partial recursive functional F on 2” for which F’ is also a partial 
recursive functional, Corollary 2 stlil holds. Naturally, these results extend to any 
alphabet of 2 or more symbols. 
The existence of non-optimal machines also comes up in the more concrete topic 
of testing randomness of a g E 2” [8]. We first define the notion of a test using 
machines. It is rather different but equivalent to [8]: 
Definition 5. A test T is an infiite r.e. set of pairs {(rn, i,,) ] m E N) such that if we 
denote T,,, = vi,,, and Urn = {glk [ti,(g) s k}, then 
(a) The range of T,,, is (0, O} (i.e., only 0 can be printed if it halts); 
(b) Un + 1 c U,, ; 
(c) U,,. contains at most 2”-“I sequences of length n for n > t~z. 
We say hat g E 2” is rejected by a test Tat the level of significance m if g = (x, f ), 
where x E G ., and f E 2’“. We say that g passes T if for some IQ (and hence for all 
m 2 mo), f I= lot rejected at the level IQ(~); i.e., T,, does not halt on I: for HZ Z= r7zo. 
Definition 6. g E 2”’ is random if it passes all tests. 
This definition is equivalent to Martin-Liif’s definition [S]. As in [8], it is quite 
simple to construct, by diagonalization, a universal test for randomness T sucl~ that 
g E 2’” passes T iff g is random. The notion of a non-redundant test is natural: To 
reject a finite sequence x (at level HZ), T,,, should not request information beyond 
s. For example, frequency tests (which reject a sequence when the frequency of a 
certain pattern exceeds a given quantity) are clearly non-redundant. However, we 
show that any T,,l of a universal test T has unbounded redundancy. We say that 
pi is k-redundant (on 2’“) if far all g E 2”‘, Li(~g) - q$ (g) 5 k whenever cpI (g) E N. Thus, 
pI is O-redundant iff it is optimal. 
Lemma 3. If’ cp, is k-redundant on 2’” for some k 2 0 ano q, maps 2’” onto (0, w}, 
tlrc~l there exists a computable g E 2”’ such that q,(g) = O. 
Proof. Let g” = (0, 0, . . . ). If pJ$) = w, then we are done. Otherwise, let lo = 
L, (g”) -- 1 and consider all sequences obtained from g” by all possible changes of 
!$:,7 g:;, 17 - * - - , g;, k. (Note that 1 ,, 3 0 because vi(g) = o for some 8.) If qI diverges 
on one such sequence:, then again we are done. Else, for at least one sequence g ‘, 
q1 must read beyond $,,, because otherwise q i ( go) s &, -- k, contradicting the ii- 
redundancy of pi. We can also assume that g * is the first OII which Q’i reatis bgyond 
J$,, (in some process where p1 is set to work dovetail fashion on the sequences 
obtained from g”). Let II = L,@‘) - 1 and continue with $ in place of g”, noting 
that II > I,,. We thus get go, J$, g’, . . . . 
If the above process stops at some stage, thc:n w,n are obviously done. Otherwise, 
we can &fine a computable g E 2”, as follows: Given II, R,, is calculated by simulating 
q, as in the above process until we reach lj such that I, -k > rz, and setting g,, = gj,. 
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$, does not halt on g because every initial segment of g is also an initial segment 
of some gi on which vi reads beyond it. Cl 
Theorem 8. If T is a whersal test for randomness, then for ail m and k, T,,, is not 
k-redundant, i.e., T,,, haA* unbounded redundancy. 
Proof. If T,,, were k-rtbdundant, it follows from Lemma 3 that there exists a 
computable g E 2”’ on which T,,* (and hence Ttn, for tn ’ -3 m ) does not halt. Therefore 
g passes the universal test T, and so g is random. But a computable sequence g 
cannot be random because it defines a test T’ which it does not pass as follows: 
r:,, (11 I = if Iz I,,, = &, then 0 else W. El 
5. Final remarks 
Alternative methods of measuring the amount of information are also possible 
and we br:efly mention some examples: 
( I : Assuming the numbers on the infinite tape are represented by some finite 
alph;rhct, we can consider the length of the initial sequence of symbols as our 
mc’asure. ‘This brings us back to functionals on infinite sequences of some finite 
;rlph_rhst, with the following difference: In every sequence, at least two symbols 
appear infinitely many times. Theorems 6 and 7 stiI1 hold when the input is restricted 
to \uch sequences. 
(2 I If we consider g E 3 as a set of pairs, i.e., g = (02, g,Ij [ 11 EN), we can ask 
Lvhich s~rhv~~.s of g - as opposed to initial segments -determine the value of a 
functic~naf F on g. Combinatorial properties of such subsets were examined in [S, 
(‘h. 2 ] ami [6]. The following minimal-information question also suggests itself: 
I.ct R,tl,r ) denote the subset of g requested by pi in the computation of am [12]. 
fIoc\ every total recursive functional F have an index i such that for all g E 9, no 
proper subset of R,Q) determines the value of F(g)‘? Even if g is restricted to 2”‘, 
the answer is no, as shown by the example Fig) = if (go = 0 or gl = 0) then 0 else 1. 
i 3) Assume that the oracle for g is such that the computing device writes 11 on 
;i rcqut’st tape and gets g,, on an answer tape. An ar propriate measure of information 
WNIM hi the total number of symbols written or read by the device in requests 
fw- information. This particular measure was not studied by the authors, but it 
i:‘c’rni- quite likely th;;t some functionals halve only redundant algorithms. 
14 1 ,-‘iuiornatic’ complexity theory suggests phrasing ‘axioms for information 
mc*:l~urt’s- which the examples considcrcd here should satisfv. It could btz thcorcti- 
~tfjv rntcresting to examine which results remain \-a/id for such abstract information 
rnc;i4urcs;. 
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of fi the maximal sequential output dependent on the input read so far, as stated 
in [4, p. 583. Thus the existence of a recursive f with f non-recursive is somewhat 
analogous to our total recursive functional F with F’ non-recursive. Another 
information-oriented result follows from [4, Theorem 2.81: If f and p are both 
recursive, then an optimal machine for f can be effectively constructed from any 
machines for f and f (By optimal we mean that if y is a.n initial segment of the 
input string, then f(y) is produced after reading y and be&e reading any c,ther 
symbol.) The setting and proof of this result is basically different from our Theorem 
2, but these analogies seem to indicate that the concepts and results we have here 
could be typical of a wide variety of settings. 
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